M6794 MOT THOI DA SONG (VIETNAM, 1988)
(Other titles: A time they had lived)

Credits: director, Xuan Son; writer, Nguyen Thi Hong Ngat.
Cast: Tuyet Ngan, Tran Thach, Bui Bai Binh.
Summary: Melodrama set in South Vietnam in the 1970s. Mien is an entertainer with a song and dance company that entertains the troops. Traveling toward the southern area of Truong Son, she witnesses the comradeship and sacrifice of the ordinary soldier. She encounters her old boyfriend Viet. He has asked for leave to go north and escape the difficulties and hardship of war zone life. Though Mien loves him, she refuses to accompany him having too much respect for the sacrifices other soldiers have made to stay in Truong Son.
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